
Moving hydrogen
in the right direction.
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The company

»Founded in 1999

»Headquarters in Karlskoga, 
Sweden

»Listed on Nasdaq First 
North since 2013

»Manufacturer of flow 
plates for efficient 
hydrogen fuel cells 

»Seven patents within high-
velocity forming

»One production facility

»29 employees

»Tooling partners in 
Germany, Denmark, and 
Switzerland

»Presence in Germany, 
China

Ownership Capital, %

Östersjöstiftelsen 8.3

Försäkringsaktiebolaget, Avanza 
Pension

7.7

Nordnet Pensionsförsäkring AB 6.3

Kåre Gilstring 3.0

John Fällström 2.7

Kjell Östegren via EFG Bank, Geneva 2.3



Gaining traction with new strategy

»New management and strategy established in 2018. Cell Impact is now a producer 

and supplier of flow plates to manufacturers primarily in the fuel cell industry

» International orders with substantial business potential. Cell Impact carried through 

one of the largest customer driven flow plate tooling programs in 2018 

»Cell Impact´s production technology for volume production attracts great interest

from leading fuel cell manufacturers and automotive industry globally 

» The Company entered into commercial production in 2018, ramping up in 2019 



Financial goals 2019 - 2023
Currency: MSEK

2019 – 2021 – 2023

Sales 20 - 40 100 - 150 250 - 300

EBITDA 
margin

10 - 15%
(negative)

5 - 10% 10 - 15%

Positive operational cash flow during 2021



Capital raised 2019 

Equipment
60%

Working 
capital

16%

Organization
16%

R&D
8%

» Increase production capacity

» Reduce reliance on subcontractors

» Develop and implement automated 
manufacturing processes

» Increase sales activities

78 MSEK pre-cost raised by May 2019; the 
rights issue was 200% over subscribed

Use of proceeds



Business drivers

Producivity Material Health Climate change Minerals

Electrification is the overall solution



Electric drive with fuel cell: 
Dramatic reduction in C02 and pollutants



Convenient to re-fill and long range drive



Industrial vehicles

25,000 fuel cell 
electric forklifts roam 
warehouses in North 
America boosting 
productivity and 
reducing emissions



A flow plate is an advanced 
component with a large impact on 
fuel stack cost and efficiency.

Toyota Mirai fuel cell stack, model 
year 2018.

A fuel cell combines hydrogen
and oxygen to produce electricity
and heat.

The only emission is water.

A fuel cell typically contains from 200 to 600 flow 
plates.

Two plates are combined to create a bipolar flow 
plate. These are then assembled into a stack, which 
is where the energy is created.

Easy to recycle.



0,1 mm thin 
A4-size
Super precision
Cell Impact own designed flow plate 



Our aim: Cell Impact Inside

Up to 600 flow 
plates



Scalability and cost are critical success factors.
Even a small vehicle program represent a flow 
plate volume explosion. 

1
fuel stack

600
plates / stack

100,000
vehicles

60,000,000
flow plates

Typical SUV

X X =

3
fuel stacks

600
plates / stack

10,000
vehicles

18,000,000
flow plates

Heavy truck | bus

X X =

(Ten production lines)



Our solution

1. 2.

3.

Reduced forming tool costs 
by 50%, and reduced total 
cost upwards of 25%

High energy density flow 
plates

4.
Short cycle times avoids 
significant investments

New type
of adiabatic high-velocity 
forming technology

Fast
Cost-efficient
Complex patterns

High-velocity forming
» Higher energy density than 

competing technologies

» Substantially lower high-volume
cost than other forming methods

» Short cycle times

Technology and product



Cell Impact high-velocity forming

Laser

High-impact
forming unit

Cutting

Competitor forming

» Simplicity

» Low upfront investment

» Low operational cost

» Fastest forming

2,000 tons

Cleaning stepsCutting and forming steps

Conventional automotive flow plate production process

Cell Impact flow plate forming process

» High complexity

» High upfront investment

» High operational cost

» Fast forming



Production process

Design Tooling Material
High-speed 

Forming
Cutting Laser welding Quality control



Cell Impact's market potential

2022
BSEK 5,0 
100 million flow plates

Sources: US Department of Energy, McKinsey & Company, Fuel Cell Industry Review, Toyota, 
Hyundai, Nikola Motor, Company estimates

2030
BSEK 30,0 
1 billion flow plates

Annual growth of approx 25 %



Our plan

2019 2020 2021

Ramp-up 
production

Automation 
project

Japan presence 

2018

North America 
presence

Larger facility in 
Sweden

Add 2nd 
production line 

One of the 
world’s largest 
tooling programs

Breakthrough 
orders in North 
America

Office in 
Germany and 
China

Establish first 
factory-in-
factory

EBIT positive

2022-23

First automotive 
OEM delivery

Add 3rd 
production line

Business model



RISE Research 
Institutes of Sweden

Partnerships for technology and business 
development

» Cell Impact seeks to develop technology and 

internationalize with partners

» NKC potentially offers a possibility to 

address substantial business potentials 

internationally as partners

» Vinnova funding to map out future key 

technologies with RISE potentially offers 

great competence and capabilities to 

develop efficient manufacturing technology 

for the medium to long term 



Strong momentum for fuel cells and hydrogen

» Bosch and PowerCell 
entered into a Euro 50 
million license 
agreement

» Cummins in $290 
million acquisition 
of Hydrogenics for 
their electrified 
power business 
segment

» IEA drives 
hydrogen as a 
key contributor 
to reach Paris 
Agreement 

» G20 in Osaka 
included 
hydrogen on 
sustainability 
agenda 

2019



Audi To Intensify Fuel-Cell Efforts Alongside 
Batteri Electric Car Push

Braham Schot, Chairman of the Audi Board of 
Management promises a new fuel-cell prototype by the 
end of the year and series production of a hydrogen fuel-
cell vehicle by 2021. 

May 2019
"I really want to speed it up! 

I question if there would be enough supply of EVs and batteries for rising 
electric-car demand in the coming years. 

"If this modality is here to stay, then you have to try to find the most 
effective and efficient way to drive electric," he said. 

"And then you come to fuel cells. 

“The relatively recent idea to restart their hydrogen program comes as 
electric vehicles face battery supply shortages. 



77% of executives within 
the global automotive 
industry says the fuel cell 
will be the real 
breakthrough for 
electromobility.

2018 KPMG Global Automotive 
Executive Survey

Bosch believes that by
2030, 20% of all 
electrical vehicles 
globally will be powered 
by fuel cells.

The Hydrogen Council 
sees that potentially
hydrogen and fuel cells 
will power 10-15 million 
cars and 500,000 trucks 
by 2030.





A day at Cell Impact
Making the world’s most advanced 
flow plates for hydrogen fuel cells


